1. Determine approximate positioning or layout of all SkyLift roof riser brackets prior to cutting any access holes. **SkyLift positioning must be directly over exterior bearing walls.** Take into consideration roofing material layout, rafter locations, and interior conditions. Repositioning may be necessary due to discovered conditions.

2. Remove roofing shingles/tile carefully and save for reinstall.

3. Square and mark location.

4. **SET SAW DEPTH** to avoid cutting concealed items. Check wall plate and avoid obstructions or concealed items.

5. Cut access hole (minimum 3-1/2” x 6” to 9”) through the roof decking/sheathing, directly over the exterior bearing wall.

6. If unfavorable conditions are discovered, reposition the bracket location. (Before cutting any roof trusses or rafters, always obtain expert guidance and professionally prepared plans.)

7. Insert the SkyLift Roof Riser Bracket through the access hole and attach to the exterior wall top plate using 4 ea. ¼” x 3” Simpson Strong-tie SDS screws (included). **Do not substitute fasteners.**

8. Remove the SkyLift Saddle and fit a standard pipe jack flashing (not included) over the SkyLift riser Column. Follow manufacturer’s instructions on sealing pipe jack flashing to roof.

9. Cut and fit the roofing (removed in step #3) around the pipe jack flashing and reinstall.

10. Replace the SkyLift Saddle and bolt to the SkyLift riser Column (3/8” bolt and nut included).

11. Seat your cross beam in the SkyLift Saddle and secure with Simpson Strong-tie SDS screws (included). **Do not substitute fasteners.**

**QUESTIONS? CALL OUR HELP LINE AT 1-888-759-5488**

**PLEASE SEE THE REVERSE SIDE OF THESE INSTRUCTIONS FOR IMPORTANT SAFETY AND WARRANTY INFORMATION, LIMITATIONS OF WARRANTIES AND DISCLAIMERS**
SkyLift ™ Product Warnings and Specifications

You (the “Purchaser”) have purchased a Sage Bracket Solutions, LLC (“Sage”) SkyLift Patio Hardware Product (the “Product”). The specified use for the Product is to raise and support standard patio covering structures. The Product is to be used only to support a maximum load limit of 1,750 lbs. The Product may be used only in compliance with the specific applications and installations set forth in these specifications. Use of the Product in any fashion other than the specified use listed above or in excess with the above-described load limit may be unsafe and result in property damage, injury, or death.

Check with local building departments to verify the applicable building codes that apply to patio cover structures. Sage recommends that you obtain approval for patio cover designs from the local building department. To enable structures to resist the movement, stress and loading that results from impacts such as earthquakes and high velocity winds, always consult with a licensed design professional, licensed engineer or licensed architect as to current construction methods for the structure you are building.

The Product is engineered for the maximum load limit listed above and must be used as a part of the building system and supported by the exterior load bearing wall of the attaching structure. If you do not have the experience or ability to install the Product in accordance with the enclosed instructions, please contact a licensed contractor or other construction or remodelling professional.

Corrosion Issues

Some treated wood may have excess surface chemicals making the wood dangerously corrosive. Accordingly, the Product may not be used with pressure treated wood with a greater that .25 pcf. In this event, please contact the seller of the Product to obtain a special order stainless steel SkyLift Patio Hardware Product. A special order stainless steel SkyLift Patio Hardware Product should also be used for ocean-salt air and other chloride environments.

Limited Warranty

Sage Bracket Solutions, LLC (“Sage”) warrants to the original purchaser of the SkyLift Patio Hardware Product (the “Product”) that the Product will be free from defects in materials and workmanship from the date of purchase for the normal useful life of the structure which is supported by the Product. In the event that Sage confirms a defect covered by this Limited Warranty, Sage, in its sole and exclusive discretion, will either repair or replace the Product that it deems or is proven to be defective, or refund all or a portion of the purchase price for the Product.

In order to make a claim under this Limited Warranty, Purchaser must provide the original purchase receipt of the Product and must present a Limited Warranty Card. This Limited Warranty is valid only to the original purchaser of the Product and is NOT transferable.

Disclaimer of Warranties and Limitation of Liability

The Limited Warranty is offered in lieu of all other implied or express warranties and all other liabilities of any kind. Sage disclaims all other express and implied warranties, including warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose. In addition, Sage shall have no liability, whether arising in contract, tort, or otherwise, for lost profits, loss of use, property damage, or any indirect, special, incidental or consequential damages, even if such liability arises from or is related to the negligence of Sage or its agents. In all cases, Sage’s liability is limited to the remedies of repair, replacement or reimbursement described in the Limited Warranty above.

Any legal action arising from claims against this Limited Warranty or otherwise against Sage shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of the State of Oregon, and the exclusive forum for disputes arising out of or relating to this Limited Warranty shall be the Marion County Circuit Court for the State of Oregon, and no other state of federal court. Any party bringing a claim under the Limited Warranty or otherwise against Sage consents to jurisdiction of such court, waives any objection to venue, and further agrees that in the event of litigation such party shall, at its own expense, provide discovery and appear for depositions in Marion County, Oregon.

This Limited Warranty may change periodically – call our information line at 1-888-759-5488 or consult our website at www.SkyLiftHardware.com for current information. Correspondence may be sent to SkyLift Hardware, PO Box 13065, Salem, OR 97309.
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